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Abstract— Object tracking algorithms, when it comes to implementing it on hardware ASIC, it becomes difficult task, due to certain
limitations in hardware. This paper shows how mean-shift algorithm is implemented in HDL along with the description of ports and
interfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking in its simplest form can be defined as the
problem of estimating the trajectory of an object in an image
plane as it moves around the scene. In other words the tracker
assigns consistent labels to the tracked objects in different
form of videos.
Object tracking is the important part in computer vision
technology, but till time it is mainly dealt with the high grade
softwares like MATLAB, ADOBE etc. But when it comes to
implement it on ASIC chips it becomes difficult when many
mathematical operations are mainly operated through adders
and subtracters and not with multipliers and dividers. These
object tracking algorithms when implemented on ASIC covers
good amount of chip area as many such mathematical
operations are involved in it, which are complex to implement
with adders and subtracters. Here the images are considered as
the matrix representation, object may be the cofactor of that
image matrix.
Mean shift algorithm when implemented on HDL it
become really useful to check the functions of the object
tracking. The Mean shift algorithm requires Histogram,
Bhattacharya coefficient, centre calculation which are
implemented with small mathematical operations like
multipliers, Dividers & square root etc. That makes algorithm
to implement on HDL easy.
Section II deals with the overall algorithm and the pins
description for whole object tracking controller, section III
deals with histogram and its development, Section IV deals
with Bhattacharya co-efficient and Rho calculation, finally in
section V state diagram of Object tracking controller and
Mean shift controller and finally section VI deals with results
of the implementation on verilog HDL compared with
MATLAB.
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II. OBJECT TRACKING CONTROLLER
The Object Tracking algorithm is designed for tracking of
objects in video or in real-time. It is based on Meanshift
algorithm. Interface with external video source i.e. camera for
input video, HOST interface for providing inputs, interface
with external memory for storing video frames and interface
with monitor for video output are some of the interfaces
required for object tracking. The input video interface is used
to provide video input to the algorithm. In this algorithm, we
are using 24-bit RGB format for input frames. After getting
video from the source, it is passed on to the processing unit as
well as external memory. Host Interface provides inputs to the
processing units for performing the operations on the input
video. Processing unit consists of different functional subblocks like histogram, Kernel, Meanshift, Bhattacharyya
Coefficient etc. After completion of the operations, outputs
are passed on to the monitor for display.
External Memory interface is used for storing video
frames depending upon the clock frequency and video speed.
Since video is continuous, so it is required to save frames in
memory and simultaneously perform processing on
continuous flowing frames.Output interface with monitor is
required to show the output video frames after doing the
operations on them and verify the result. Figure 1 shows the
detailed Processing Unit diagram with different sub-blocks
like histogram, Meanshift, rect_box, Bhattacharyya
coefficient. According to functionality, video frames are
stored in the memory. The no. of frames to be stored depends
on clock frequency and video speed. According to inputs
ot_centerx_i, ot_centery_i, ot_hx_i, ot_hy_i, and ot_bins_i
reference histogram (ot_qu) is calculated for first frame. For
finding reference histogram (ot_qu) for first frame, cropping
is done on the image and kernel value is calculated for that.
Then depending upon the R, G, B values hist_model is
calculated.
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Now to track object in next frames, reference histogram
(ot_qu) and other inputs are given to Mean-Shift block. In
Mean-Shift block, histogram (ot_1pu) is calculated for second
frame using old center values (ot_centerx_i, ot_centery_i)
and then Bhattacharyya coefficient (ot_1rho) is calculated
using ot_qu and ot_1pu. Then weighted array (ot_w) and
normalized row and column arrays (ot_1pl and ot_2pl) are
calculated for second frame. Then by using weighted array
and normalized row and column arrays, new center values
(ot_new_centerx and ot_new_centery) for second frame are
calculated. The reason for calculating new center values is that
we assume that object has displaced from its original position
as compared to frame 1. Then new histogram (ot_2pu) using
new center values and new Bhattacharyya coefficient
(ot_2rho) using ot_qu and ot_2pu are calculated. Iteration
loop depends upon comparison results of ot_1rho and
ot_2rho. According to iteration loop, final center value for 2 nd
frame is obtained. With final center values, ot_hx_i and
ot_hy_i, rectangular box is created around the targeted object
in 2nd frame. The iteration loop is looped 20 times, which is
maximum value for this algorithm. Iteration is done because at
first instant it doesn’t give final center for current frame and
moreover, object is displaced in next consecutive frames but
to know how much it moved and in which direction it moved,
iteration value is taken. For all other frames, this process is
repeated in Mean-shift block and object is tracked in rest of
the frames.

Host Interface h_x, h_y,
center, bins

New center value

Frame data from external
memory
Display
interface

Data to external memory
Control signal to external
memory

Frame
capture and
Memory
Access

Data from ADV

q_u buffer
Frame buffer

Histogram

Bhatt_coeff

Cent_calc,
Rho comp

Display interface

Rect_box

p_u buffer

Meanshift controller

Processing Unit

OT_controller

Object Tracking

Control Signal
Data Signal

Figure:1Block diagram of algorithm

Functional Description:
1) OT_controller enables the frame capture and memory
access logic (FCMA). FCMA takes data from ADV
and enables external memory. Then FCMA stores
data into external memory and sends signal back to
OT_controller that frame is available in external
memory. OT_controller then signals mean shift
controller to take control.
2) Mean-shift controller enables the FCMA to read
frame from external memory. FCMA enables internal
frame buffer for storing frame. Frame data goes to
histogram block and reference histogram is
calculated.
3) Histogram signals OT_controller that reference
histogram of first frame has been calculated.
OT_controller signals Mean-shift controller to store
reference histogram in q_u buffer. Mean-shift
controller enables q_u buffer to store reference
histogram. Mean shift controller sends signal to
OT_controller that reference histogram is stored.
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4) OT_controller enables FCMA and FCMA takes
second frame data and store in external memory by
enabling the external memory. FCMA signals
OT_controller that frame is available in external
memory. Then OT_controller signals Mean shift
controller and Mean shift controller enables buffer
through FCMA.
5) FCMA stores second frame in frame buffer and it
goes to histogram. Histogram block sends signal to
OT_controller that calculations are done for second
frame with present center values. OT_controller
signals Mean shift controller to take control. Mean
shift controller enables p_u buffer to store histogram
of second frame.

rect_crop are images, ot_centerx, ot_centery, ot_hx, ot_hy.
Binwidth is calculated by dividing 256 by bins. The
image_model is generated by dividing pixel values by
binwidth to give output image_model in normalized format.
kernel value is calculated using these inputs. Histogram array
of size defined by bin value is initialized with zeros.
R, G, B values of normalized image_model are calculated
using I & j logic. Then these R, G, B values are used for
finding locations in histogram array where squared kernel
value is added. Then this squared Kernel value is added to
constant value “c”. The histogram is divided by the final value
of constant “c” to get normalized histogram.
Memory
Image_
Frame

ot_me
mory_i
Image_
model

ot_centerx_i
ot_centery_i

Rect_crop

ot_hx_i

Image_model
Memory

Divider

ot_hy_i

6) Data from q_u buffer and p_u buffer goes to
Bhattacharyya coefficient block and rho1 is
calculated. Then for second frame, new center is
calculated and feedback to the Histogram block.
Histogram block calculates histogram for the second
frame with new center value. And it will be stored in
p_u buffer. Again Bhattacharyya coefficient (rho2) is
calculated.

256
Divider

ot_centerx_i
ot_centery_i
ot_hx_i

9) OT_controller takes third frame and like this process
is repeated till end of the video.
III. HISTOGRAM
The histogram is an important term in this algorithm. It is a
combination of R, G, B and Spatial information. The inputs of
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model
Memory

Divider

I logic
conter

7) In center calculation and rho logic block, rho values
are compared and final center value after 20
iterations is obtained. Center calculation sends signal
to Mean-shift controller that final center value is
calculated for second frame. Mean-shift controller
sends signal to OT_controller that center for second
frame is calculated.
8) OT_controller sends enable signal to rect_box.
Second frame from frame buffer goes to rect_box
and new center values goes to rect_box from center
calculation block. Second frame is then sent to
display device.

Binwidth

ot_bin_i

R Memory

Histogram_model
Register

Adder

G Memory

B Memory
J logic
counter

Histogram

Figure 2: Histogram block diagram

Histogram operations consists of two sub-operations namely
A. Kernel
The main aim of this block is to calculate the kernel values.
The inputs to kernel are ot_centerx_i, ot_centery_i,
ot_image_size1_i,
ot_image_size2_i,
ot_hx
(width),
ot_hy(height). For calculating normalized row and column
matrices, pixel values are obtained by subtracting ot_centery
& ot_centerx from i and j values and dividing the result by
ot_hy & ot_hx respectively. I and j loops for normalization
depend on image size1 and image size2 respectively.
Normalized row and column arrays are then cropped and
stored into memory. Distance is calculated by squaring and
adding all values of normalized row and column matrix.
Distance value is compared, if it is greater than or equal to 1,
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then kernel value at I & j (ot_k(I, j)) location is 0 otherwise it
is 1.
I logic
counter
ot_centerx_i

Pl(1)_croppe
d_model
memory

ot_centery_i

True

Multiplier

ot_k(I,j)_o

Normalization

ot_hx_i
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memory

Comparator
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Square Root
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False

ot_hy_i

IV. HISTOGRAM
According to i, j, k logic reference histogram ot_qu(i,j,k)
& new histogram (ot_pu(i,j,k) are multiplied. Then the square
root of result is added to the initialized rho value.
Bhattacharyya coefficient measures the similarity between
two histograms. To calculate Bhattacharyya Coefficient,
histograms of the reference image and histogram of current
frame is required.

J logic
counter

Kernel
ot_qu_i

Figure 3: kernel

B. Rect_crop
qu buffer

Crop operation is clipping drawing views with a defined
boundary. Crop operation takes rendered images and crop the
image to a specified rectangular area.To perform image
cropping, inputs are ot_centerx, ot_hx, ot_centery, ot_hy.
Limits of image to be cropped are defined by ot_centerx,
ot_hx and ot_centery, ot_hy. x1 <= j <= x2, y1 <= i <= y2,
where x1 is defined by ot_centerx-ot_hx, x2 is defined by
ot_centerx+ot_hx, y1 is defined by ot_centery-ot_hy, y2 is
defined by ot_centery+ot_hy. The pixels which satisfy the
above equation are stored in memory and the pixels which do
not satisfy this condition are discarded.
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Rho memory
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k logic
counter
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Figure 4: Histogram

V. CENTER CALCULATION & RHO LOGIC
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A. Centre calculation
The inputs of Center Calculation Block are
ot_image_model_size1,ot_image_model_size2,ot_old_centerx,
ot_old_centery, ot_hx, ot_hy and ot_w. According to i and j
values, which are dependent on ot_image_model_size1 &
ot_image_model_size2, all values of normalized row and
column arrays are multiplied by weighted array values and
tempx and tempy variables are calculated. Weighted array
values are also added to temp_t variable.
At the end of the loop, temp_x and temp_y values are
divided by temp_t variable and the final result is stored in
temp_x and temp_y. For calculating new center values,
temp_x and temp_y are multiplied by ot_hx and ot_hy and
added to ot_old_centerx and ot_old_centery respectively.
Then the result is stored in ot_center1 & ot_center2.

y1 ≤ 0
y1=0
y2>image_ size(1)
y2=image_size(1)

comparator

Rect_crop

Figure 4: Rectangular crop
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Figure 5: Center calculation

Figure 6: Rho logic

C. Weighted array
B. Rho logic
The inputs of Rho Logic Block are ot_pu1, ot_pu2,
ot_rho1, o_rho2, ot_centerx, ot_centery, ot_old_centerx,
ot_old_centery. Bhattacharyya coefficient of 2 nd frame for old
center (Ot_rho1) and Bhattacharyya Coefficient of 2 nd frame
for new center (ot_rho2) are compared. If ot_rho1 is greater
than ot_rho2, then ot_old_center is final center for this frame
and iteration loop is broken. If ot_rho2 is greater then ot_rho1,
then sum of squares of ot_center1 - ot_old_center1 and
ot_center2 - ot_old_center2 is calculated. If result is less then
1, then final center is center value and iteration loop is broken.
Both conditions are not satisfied then ot_pu2, ot_rho2 and
center (ot_centerx & ot_centery) are feedback to iteration loop.
The iteration value is looped 20 times, which is maximum
value for this algorithm. Iteration is done because at first
instant it didn’t give final center for that frame and moreover,
object is displaced in next consecutive frames but to know
how much it moved and in which direction it moved, iteration
value is taken.
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The inputs of weighted array calculation are ot_centerx,
ot_centery, width (ot_hx), height (ot_hy), ot_bins, histogram
of frames (ot_pu1) and reference Histogram (ot_qu). Image
model from R, G, B values is obtained by using Rect_crop.
Then, binwidth is calculated by dividing 256 by bins value,
which is a input value. For normalization of R, G, B values,
divide them by binwidth. By doing so, R, G, B values come
into limit of bins value and decrease calculation cost.
Check histogram of frames (ot_pu1) for R, G, B values. If it is
zero, then Weighted array value is also zero. Otherwise,
Weighted array value is calculated by taking square root of
division result of reference histogram (ot_qu) by histogram of
frame (ot_1_pu).
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this is compared and through processing unit and center and
Rho value is calculated after itrating it to to get good output
the rectangular box is made based on the kernel needed and
set during the histogram calculation.
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Figure 7: weighted array
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VI. STATE REPRESENTATION
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Figure 9: State diagram of Mean shift Algorithm

Center_calculation_done

Rect_Box
FCMA_en = ‘0'
Processunit_en=’0'
Rect_box_en = ‘1’
Histogram_en = ‘0’

Figure 8: State diagram of OT controller

The OT controller only deals with the FCMA,
histogram, Processing unit(internal logic after histogram
calculation) and Rectangular box. When OT controller is
enabled the it sets the FCMA and the image from the series of
images is loded into it which now FCMA checks the status of
histogram if enabled the histogram of the image is calculated
after the calculation of histogram the FCMA sends other
image and the histogram of that image is also calculated and
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In mean shift algorithm state diagram the internal
processing unit is explained in much detail after the
calculation of histogram the the values are stored in buffer and
then a type of comparison that is calculation of bhattacharya
coefficient is done this bhattacharya coefficient act as the
threshold for the image and based on this center is calculated.
This process is iterated almost twenty times to get the perfect
output of where the object is shifted and how it moves. When
the comparison is done it again passes the control to the
FCMA to load the next image and the comparison is done
with the new image loaded.
VII.
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Considering all the above descriptions the Mean shift
algorithm when implemented using verilog HDL the real
problem was to build the HDL for multiplication, division &
square-root through verilog the results which were compared
through MATLAB was really proving the working of Meanshift algorithm. The difference was only that the MATLAB
output was with using floating point and verilog output was
using fixed point.

Figure 10: Comparison of outputs
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